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Decorative electrical wiring accessories specialist, and audio and lighting control systems manufacturer Hamilton Litestat has launched a new
catalogue for contractors, architects, designers and specifiers, which is the first of its kind for the company. A4 sized and perfect bound, the
catalogue features information on all Hamilton products in one place for the first time, replacing Hamilton’s previous literature, which comprised
separate inserts. A ‘pocket sized’ A5 sized version is also available for electrical contractors. 

Each colour-coded chapter contains information on a particular Hamilton range, including wiring accessories collections as well as audio and
lighting controls. Details include product images and diagrams, product codes, technical specifications and case studies highlighting where the
products have been used.

“We’re delighted to be able to offer our customers ‘The Hamilton Collection’ catalogue for the first time,” commented managing director Ian
Hamilton. “It’s been designed as a one-stop-shop for all our products, to make specification even easier. It showcases the broad range of
products we provide as well as our bespoke design service, Savile Row. We hope it will become a well-thumbed addition to many architects’
and designers’ bookshelves and a useful tool for electrical contractors.”

To request a copy of the new catalogue, email info@hamilton-litestat.com or call 01747 860088.

Notes to Editors

Hamilton Litestat has over 40 years’ experience designing and manufacturing switches, sockets and lighting controls.

Hamilton Litestat manufactures and supplies a diverse range of high quality decorative electrical wiring accessories in a range of
finishes from classic to contemporary and bespoke to standard fittings.

For information on Hamilton Litestat’s comprehensive range of high quality switches, sockets and lighting controls, visit
www.hamilton-litestat.com
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